
  
 

     
 
Ry David Bradley 
Room with a Views 
 
February 18th – March 26th, 2017 
 
OPENING: Saturday, February 18th from 6-9pm 
 
The Hole is proud to announce our first solo exhibition by Australian-born new media artist Ry David Bradley. After presenting his works in group 
exhibitions and art fairs in 2016, the gallery will devote our large rear space to a full show of painting and installation that looks at looking out the 
window in the digital age. 
 
Works on synthetic suede are hung in large window-pane shapes on the walls opening up our big white box to views of the outside world. Mimicking 
loading images in new browser windows, the paintings look like they are still rendering, about to snap into focus for a view of the tantalizing outdoors. 
Perpetually blurred, super saturated dye-transfer prints mimic screenic color, glow and intensity while being tactile, soft and fuzzy physical objects. 
Many works look like the sky or trees, bodies in motion, people and plants, suggestively out of focus.  
 
Installed in the gallery are three sun loungers with reclining video screens on them. The videos are screencasts of the artist's phone as he makes 
paintings, does some other stuff, circles back, putzes around. Mounted on the surface of the screen is a “privacy vinyl” for windows, abstracting the 
video. Together with the giant window installations on the wall the artist seeks to convey the continual partial awareness of juggling windows in a 
digital space; content, location and ideas being pieced together into a worldview.  
 
Like E.M. Forster's novel the exhibition juxtaposes the conservative or traditional position of the "room" (gallery) with the future-gazing open-minded 
window "view", so to speak; a contrast found in the open aspect of technology and connection paired with the prosaic isolation that devices enforce. As 
with his previous exhibitions, Bradley meditates on the new ecosystem of digital imaging and its effect on painting, isolation and intimacy, and of 
course the potential and shortcomings of new media not just for painting but for people. How much of a view, how much promise and freedom and 
openness do these digital windows provide, and how does that compare to the "window" offered in classical oil paintings? Or even how do the digital 
windows of surveillance, live streaming, social media alter the view that we can see out of them? 
 
Ry David Bradley (b.1979, Melbourne) lives and works in London, New York City and Melbourne. Graduating in 2013 with an MFA from Victorian College 
of the Arts, Melbourne University, Bradley has exhibited internationally including LA, London, New York, Berlin, Brussels, Milan, Cologne, Sydney and 
Melbourne. Recent solo exhibitions include "Post Truth II" at Galerie Derouillon, Paris; "Unvalley Valley" at Evelyn Yard, London; "Not To Be Digitized" 
at Tristian Koenig, Sydney and "Where Do You Want to Go Today" at Brand New Gallery, Milan. His work debuted in the USA with Bill Brady Gallery in 
Kansas City in 2015 with "Access All Areas." His work has recently been added to the permanent collection of the Victoria Museum in Melbourne.  
 
For all inquiries please email raymond@theholenyc.com. 


